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Abstract. To describe significant properties of concurrent processes a formal algebra is defined 
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Introduction 
Automatic verification of concurrent processes requires both a language to specify 
the properties to be checked and efficient algorithms to verify these properties. 
Transition systems are a widely used model of machines realizing parallel pro- 
cesses, and temporal logic is an adequate language to describe the behaviour of a 
transition system. 
System verifiers using branching-time t mporal logic as a specification language 
have been designed by Queille and Sifakis [5], and by Clarke, Emerson and Sisfla 
[2]. They noticed that a 'state-formula' can be interpreted, in any finite transition 
system, as an effectively computable set of states of this system (states satisfying 
this formula). This algebraic interpretation is closely related to/~-calculus, as defined 
by Kozen [3] and Pratt [4], since the basic idea is to compute least fixpoints of 
monotonic functions. 
The system we shall present here also uses an algebraical specification language: 
its primitive operators can be interpreted, in any transition system, as functions 
defined on sets of states (or sets of transitions) of this system. 
This language, however, has been designed from a practical point of view, the 
main restriction on operators being the effective calculability, in any finite transition 
system, of the associated functions. 
A first set of operators will be defined in relation with the model of Arnold and 
Nivat for process behaviour [1]: given a set X of states, 
• Acc(X) denotes the set of states that can be reached from a state of X;  
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• Coacc(X) denotes the set of states from which a state of X can be reached; 
• Viv(X) denotes the set of states from which there is a path containing infinitely 
many states of X. 
In a finite transition system, Viv(X) is equivalent o Coacc(Loop(X)), where 
Loop(X) denotes the set of states of circuits passing through a state of X: thus, 
well-known graph algorithms provide for effective computation of terms built with 
the operators Acc, Coacc, and Loop. 
We shall then extend progressively the set of primitive operators, considering 
costless variations of these algorithms, and compare the expressiveness of different 
possible algebras, obtaining the following results: 
(1) generally speaking, functions defined on transitions are more powerful than 
functions defined on states of a transition system; 
(2) Properties of finite or infinite reachability (roughly equivalent to branching- 
time temporal ogic) can be checked by computing least fixpoints of monotonic 
functions; bx~t these fixpoints can express trictly more properties than reachability 
operators; 
(3) the algebraic losure of the least fixpoints of a system of equations trictly 
contains least fixpoints of monadic functions; 
(4) no fixpoint is equivalent to a 'loop' operator (even if allowing nested fixpoints, 
as in ~-calculus). 
In this paper, we shall successively define the primitive operators we eventually 
choose to analyse transition systems: 
- elementary operators 'Source' and 'Target', and their reciprocals, 
- leas t  fixpoints of a system of equations containing boolean and elementary 
operators, 
- 'Loop' operators, 
and we shall establish some results about their expressiveness. 
Our aim is not setting up a complete formal system: thus we shall not give a 
decision algorithm for equivalence of algebraic expressions (as a matter of fact, 
decidability of semantical equivalence is an open problem: whatever axioms we 
may choose, an algebra containing 'Loop' operators is unlikely to satisfy the finite 
model property). We shall show, however, that there is a general method for 
computing any expression in time linear in the size of the expression and quadratic 
in the size of the transition system: the method we shall suggest o compute least 
fixpoints of systems of equations is very similar to a calculus of boolean attributes 
in an infinite tree. 
Finally, we shall show that in some eases (and, noticeably, when terms in Ace, 
Coacc, and Viv have to be computed), there is a computation algorithm linear in 
the size of the transition system. 
More precisely, this paper is organized as follows. In the first section we shall 
define transition systems, and our basic operators will be defined in the second one. 
In the third section we shall define the algebra of terms, the fixpoint equations and 
their solutions, and we shall show some semantical equivalence properties about 
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terms and equations. The fourth part will introduce the special operator 'Loop'. 
Finally, we shall present some algorithms to compute solutions of fixpoint equations 
in transition systems. 
1. Preliminaries 
A transition system is a triplet .~ = (S, A, T), where S is a set of states, A is an 
alphabet of actions, and T (a set of transitions) is part of S x A x S. 
A finite transition system is usually represented as a directed graph, vertices 
corresponding to the states of the system, and labelled edges to its transitions: 
b 
a x )x  
1 2 
represents 5e= (S, A, T), where S={1;  2}, A={a;  b}, and T={(1,  a, 1); (1, b, 2)}. 
A path of ~ is a sequence (sn),~I of states, where 
• I is either N, or some initial segment [0, N]  (N>0)  of N; 
• for each n e I - {0}, there is a transition t, of source s,_, and of target s,. 
The sequence (tn),~1_{o) is then said to be a calculus of b °, associated with the word 
a~.. .  as . . .  of A*u  A '°. Such words describe what the system does, while paths 
rather explain how the system works: still, a 'behaviour' of Ae can be viewed as a 
calculus, which shows the reason why transitions (and not only states) should be 
considered when analysing the properties of a transition system. 
Let cp be a set of function symbols, each associated with an arity (element of 
N × N) and a type s or t (state or transition). We say that ~P has an interpretation 
in transition systems if, for each system ~ = (S, A, 7") and each symbol @ of arity 
(m, n), there is a function 
{ ~(S)  if~o is of type s, ~(s)m×~(T)  n''> ~(T)  i f~oisoftype t. 
Let OFs and °Ft be disjoint alphabets of variables. Recursively define sets ~r and ~t: 
(i) OF~u{_L~,T~}c o°r~ and °//tL)(-I-t, Tt}c fit, 
(ii) if x l , . . . ,  xn are terms of  8-s (respectively 8"0, then -a(xt), U (x l , . . . ,  xn) 
and A(x~, . . . ,  x,,) are elements of  8-~ (respectively 8-0; 
(iii) tp being a function symbol of arity (m, n) and type % if x~, . . . ,  x,,, are terms 
of ~r~ and Y l , . . . ,  Y, are terms of ~t,  then ~o(x~,...,  x,,,, y l , . . . ,  y , )  is a term of 8-t. 
An interpretation of a variable X of OF~ (respectively OFt) in a transition system 
b"= (S, A, 7") is a part of S (respectively T); if OF~ and OFt have interpretations in
,9, then any term of 8-s (respectively 8-t) can be interpreted as a part of S (respectively 
T). Thus, if • denotes the algebra of terms generated by • and boolean symbols 
over finite alphabets of typed variables, an interpretation of ¢~ in transition systems 
can be extended to a functional interpretation of terms of ¢5. 
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Terms x and y will be said semantically equivalent (notation: x =sY) if they have 
the same interpretation i  every transition system, and weakly semantically equivalent 
if they have the same interpretation i every finite transition system (notation: 
S =wsY). 
Our purpose is to compare the expressiveness of algebras generated by different 
sets of function symbols. 
We say that a term can be expressed in an algebra M if it is weakly equivalent 
to some term of M; if every term of an algebra M' can be expressed in M, we shall 
abusively say that M' is included in M. 
2. Elementary operators 
Assume that X, X1, X2, . . .  denote state variables, and Y, Y~, Y2,... denote 
transition variables. Define elementary operators Source, Target, and their 
reciprocals Tsource and Ttarget as shown in Table 1. 
Let Pred and Succ be symbols (of arity (1, 0) and type s) for 'predecessors' and 
'successors': Pred and Succ can obviously be expressed with elementary operators: 
Pred(X) =s Source(Ttarget(X)), Succ(X) =s Target(Tsource(X)). 
When T' is a part of transitions of a system ~ = (S, A, T), we say that the system 
,9'IT, = (S, ,4, T') is the restriction of ~e to transitions of T'. Define dyadic symbols 
Pred~ and Succ~ to express 'predecessor' and 'successor' functions of a restriction 
of a transition system (see Table 2). Pred~ and Succl can be expressed with elementary 
operators: 
Predl( Y, X) =s Source( Y c~ Ttarget(X)), 
Succl( Y, X) =s Target( Y c~ Tsource(X)). 
Table 1. 
Symbol Arity Type Interpretation 
Source (0, 1) s 
Target (0, 1) s 
Tsource (1, 0) t 
Ttarget (1, 0) t 
Source( Y): sources of transitions of Y 
Target( Y): targets of transitions of Y 
Tsource(X): transitions whose source is a state of X 
Ttarget(X): transitions whose target is a state of X 
Table 2. 
Symbol Arity Type Interpretation 
Predl (1, 1) s 
Succt (1, 1) s 
Predt( Y, X): predecessors of X in the system 
restricted to transitions of Y 
Succ~( Y, X): successors of X in the system 
restricted to transitions of Y 
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Define dual operators Source, Target, Pred, Suet (with'0--p'(Z) =s-lop(-1Z)) and 
Predl( Y, X) =~Pred l (  Y, ~X),  Succl( Y, X) =~-lSuccl( IF, ~X)  
(Tsource and Ttarget being their own duals). 
Finally, for any symbol a, define label constant T,, of arity (0, 0) and type t: in 
any transition system, Ta is interpreted as the set of transitions labelled with action 
a. We also define the constant _t_ ('bottom') which will be interpreted as the empty 
set of states. 
We define the algebra Fo of elementary functions as the algebraic losure of Source, 
Target, Tsource, Ttarget, Pred, Succ, Pred,, SUCCl, their duals, label constants, and 
bottom. 
Propos i t ion  2.1. Any term of Fo of  type s in which only state variables occur is 
semantically equivalent to some term containing only Predl, Succ~ and boolean function 
symbols, and where the left member y of any subterm Predl(y, x) or Succl(y, x) is a 
boolean combination of label constants. 
ProoL  Let Zo be a term of Fo of type s in which only state variables occur. Then, 
Zo is equivalent to a term zl in Fo of type s containing only elementary operators 
Source, Target, Tsource, Ttarget, state variables, label constants, and boolean sym- 
bols. Rewrite zl using the following rules: 
- boolean disjunction: 
-1~ u --) u, 
--I("~ (U l , - - . ,  Un)"~{~J ( -" IUl , . . . , -" lUn),  
(ul,..., CI 
unU U (un ul,. . . ,  u,); 
- disjunction with respect o Source and Target: 
Souree(U (y l , . . . ,  yn)) -~ U (Source(y0,.. . ,  Source(y,)), 
Target(U (y~,.. . ,  yn )) -~ U (Target (y~) , . . . ,  Target(yn)); 
- reduction of Tsource and Ttarget: 
- l f (x )~ f (~x) ,  
[..J ( f (x , ) ,  . . . , f (xn) ) ~ f ( (  (xl ,  . . . , x,)), 
A ( f (x , ) , . . .  , f (xn) )~f (A  (Xl , . . . ,  x~)), 
where f is either Tsource or Ttarget. 
All these rules are oftype a -~/3 with ~ =s/3  and  a>/3 ,  > being the simplification 
ordering associated with the partial ordering 
> n > w,  {Source, Target} > u,  u > {Tsouree, Ttarget}. 
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This rewriting system thus terminates. Let z2 be an irreducible term obtained from 
z~ : z2 is a boolean combination of variables and of subterms Source(y) and Target(y), 
where y is of one of the forms: k, Tsource(x), Ttarget(x), k ca Tsource(x), k ca 
Ttarget(x), Tsource(x~)ca Ttarget(x2) or ["] (k, Tsource(xl), Ttarget(x2)). Where, x, 
x~, x2 denote irreducible state terms, and k is a boolean combination of label 
constants. Since Tsource(S) =~Ttarget(S) =s T, and since S is denoted by --1.1_, and 
T by [._J(Ta, Tb,. . .) ,  we may assume that y is of the general form 
(-'1 (k, Tsource(xl), Ttarget(x2)). 
Rewrite z2 by applying the following rules: 
Source((") (k, Tsource(xl), Ttarget(x2))) ~ xl ca Predl(k, x2), 
Target(A (k, Tsource(xl), Ttarget(x2))) --> x2 ca SUCCl(k, xl), 
until every symbol Source or Target has disappeared. Since these rules are compatible 
with semantical equivalence, we obtain a term z3 =s Zo in which any subterm of type 
t must be the left argument of some symbol Predl or Succ~, and, consequently, a 
boolean combination of label constants. [] 
3.  Sys tems o f  f i xpo in t  equat ions  
3.1. Definitions 
Let z be a term of Fo and Z a variable. We say that z is syntactically increasing 
(respectively decreasing) with respect o Z if every occurrence of Z in z appears 
under an even number (respectively an odd number) of complementary s mbols -1. 
A formal system offixpoint equations in Fo is a system 
= z , ,  . . . , = z , ,} ,  
where s = (s l , . . . ,  s,) is a p-uple of (plus or minus) signs; Z= (Z1 , . . . ,  Z,) is a 
p-uple of typed variables; for each i (1 ~< i <~p), zi is a term of Fo whose type is the 
type of Zi, and for each j (1 ~<j <~ p), syntactically 
- increasing with respect o Zj if si = sj, 
- decreasing with respect o Zj if s~ ~ sj. 
Let 6e=(S, A, T) be a transition system. For each i (1<~ i~p) ,  let E~ be 
- ~(S) if Zi is a state variable, 
- ~(T)  if Z~ is a transition variable. 
Z can be interpreted in SP as a fixpoint equation Z =f(Z, P) on E = E1 x.  • • × EF, 
where P = (P~,. . . ,  Pro) is a m-uple of parameters (variables occurring in 2, apart 
from Z~, . . . ,  Z v). 
The p-uple s defines an order on E: 
[Z~,'-Z~ ifs~ = +, 
Z<'Z'  ~ Vi'l<~i<~P: 'c  = 
[Zi Zi ifsi - .  
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(E, ~<) is a complete lattice, and, for each interpretation of parameters P~, . . . ,  Pro, 
the function Z->f (Z, P) is monotonic: by the Tarsld theorem, this function has a 
least fixpoint S. Let tr~(.Y),.. . ,  trp(.Y) be function symbols so that, for each i 
(1 ~< i <~ p), tr~(.Y) is interpreted as the function P-* [S]~ (ith component of the least 
fixpoint S). We define the algebra F~ as the closure of such symbols tr~(.Y). 
Note that syntactic monotonicity ensures the existence of least fixpoints. In finite 
transition systems, the function Z->f  (Z, P) is continuous: by the 'constructive' 
Tarski theorem, its least fixpoint can be effectively computed as sup .~ g~")(min E) ,  
where g(Z) = f(Z,  P). 
3.2. Semantical equivalences in F1 
Usual techniques allow transformations of systems of fixpoint equations: in 
particular, we have the following properties. 
(i) I f  ~ is a system of fixpoint equations, there is a SYstem ~'  in which all 
variables are positively signed, and no -1 symbol occurs such that, for each i, 
- ' tr , (Z)-s~r,(Z ) or cr,(Z) =s 
(ii) By 'folding' and 'unfolding' systems of equations, it can be shown that every 
symbol o-~(Z) is semantically equivalent to some symbol o'~(Z'), where all equations 
of ~ '  are of one of the following types: 
X + = ~0(Y), ~o ~ {Source, Target, Source, Target}, 
Y+ = ~0(X), ¢ e {Tsource, Ttarget}, 
Z = z, z being a boolean combination of variables and 
parameters. 
(iii) I f  only state variables and parameters occur in .Y, then tri(.Y) is semantically 
equivalent o some symbol tr~(.Y'), where every equation of .Y' is of the form 
X~- = ~0(y, X2), ~0 e {Predl, Succ~, Pred,, Succl} and y being a boolean 
combination of label constants, or 
X = x, x being a boolean combination of variables and parameters. 
We also have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. Let o-~(.Y) be a symbol of type t and assume that only state parameters 
occur in .Y,. Then Source(tr~(.Y)) and Target(tr~(.Y)) are respectively equivalent to some 
symbols o)(.Y') and crk(.Y'), where only state variables occur in .Y'. 
Proof. By (i) we may assume, without loss of generality, that all variables of .Y are 
positively signed. Let .Y~ be the system obtained by adding to .Y, for each transition 
variable Y, new state variables X~ and X t and equations X~ = Source(Y) and 
X~ = Target(Y). 
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By (ii), 21 can be 'unfolded" into a system 
Ix =f(x, Y, ¥9, 
A: v= g(X), 
[ r '= h(r, r'), 
where X is a vector of state variables, Y and Y' are vectors of transition variables, 
and h(Y, Y') is a vector of boolean terms syntactically increasing with respect o 
each component of Y and Y'. The idea is to solve Y'= h(Y, Y') independently, 
considering Y= (Yl , . . . ,Yn) as a n-uple of parameters. We need the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. There is a vector h*( Y) of boolean combinations of Y1, . . . ,  Y~ and label 
constants, syntactically increasing with respect o Y1,. . . ,  Y~, such that h*(Y) is 
semantically equivalent to the least solution of Y' = h( Y, Y'). 
Proof. Let k l , . . . ,  km be the label constants occurring in h( Y, Y'). Define V as the 
set of terms of the form (-~ (Uo, u l , . . . ,  u,) with Uoe {T, k l , . . . ,  kin,-akl, . . . , -akin} 
and, for every i (1 <~ i ~< n), ui e { Yj, T}, where T denotes the set of all transitions. 
Define a relation < on V: 
~U~) -'~ UO, 
['-'] (Uo, u l , . . . ,  u,)<l'-] (u~, u~,. . . ,  u') <:~ [Vi, 1 <-i<~ n: u[~{ui, T}. 
Clearly, v < v '~ v u v' =s v'. 
Define W as the set containing -aT and terms of the form I._J (v l , . . . ,  vp) such 
that v l , . . . ,  v, belong to V, and if i#j ,  neither vi< vj nor vj< vi. Any boolean 
combination of Y1, • • •, Yn and label constants, yntactically increasing with respect 
to Y~, . . . ,  Y~, can be canonically rewritten as a term of W (by applying rules 
v u v'--> v' if v < v' to its disjunctive normal form). 
W is partially ordered with 
[..J (v l , . . . ,  vp)<l,..J (v l , . . . ,  v~,,) <=> for each i (1~ < i<~p), there is a 
j (l~<j<~p ') suchthat  vi<v~. 
W contains at most 1 +IV] = 1 +2 (2m+l)2n elements, and if w, w' are terms of W, 
then w u w' can be canonically rewritten as a term u of W such that w < u and 
w' < u (applying rules v u v' ~ v' if v < v'). 
Let n' be the rank of Y': u and < can be extended to W n'. Define recursively 
(Sp)p~, a sequence of n'-uples of boolean terms: 
So is the n'-uple (- l-t, . . . ,  -l-t), 
Sp+l is the canonical fohn (in IV n') of Sp u h( Y, Sp): thus, Sp < Sp+l. 
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Since W n' contains at most N = (1 +lvI)  "' elements, the increasing sequence (Sp)p~ 
is stationary: in any transition system, SN is interpreted as Max{f,(P)(0,. . . ,  0) lp ~ N}, 
where qo(Y') --- Y'w h( Y, Y'); it is easy to show that this n'-uple is the least fixpoint 
of ~p and h. By construction, SN is a vector of boolean terms, syntactically increasing 
with respect o Y~, . . . ,  Y,. [] 
Proof of Proposition 3.1 (continued). Thus, in A, the equation Y' = h( Y, Y') can be 
replaced with Y'= h*(Y), and A can be 'folded' into a system 
x=f(x, g(x), h*(g(x))) 
in which only state variables occur: any symbol cri(.~) of type s is semantically 
equivalent o some %(Z').  [] 
3.3. Properties of finite and infinite reachability 
Define function symbols Ace, Coacc, and Inf  as shown in Table 3. 
(i) No term of Fo is (even weakly) equivalent o Ace(X): let x be a term of Fo 
of length n in which no other variable than X occurs and let 5e be the transition system 
x- ,  . . [ - ,  x - ,  ] . . . - ,  . . [ - ,  x - ,  ] . . . - ,  x 
0 1 n 2n+l  3n+2 4n+3 
Let Ixl~e = {2n + 1}. A simple induction argument proves that Ixlso contains either 
both states n and 3n+2,  or none of them: hence, Ixlso differs from [Ace(X)ls,= 
[2n + 1, 4n + 3]. 
(ii) Ace, Coacc, and Inf can be expressed in FI: 
Ace =s o'(Z + = X u Suce(Z)), 
Coacc =s o-(Z + = X • Pred(Z)), 
Inf  =~ or(Z- = Pred(Z)).  
Using Predl and Sueel instead of Pred and Suce, it is possible to express in F1 
restrictions of Ace, Coaec, Inf  to a given set of transitions---or to a given set of 
Table 3. 
Symbol Arity Type Interpretation 
Ace (1,0) s 
Coace (1, 0) s 
Inf (0, 0) s 
Ace(X): states that can be reached from a state of X 
Coace(X): states from which a state of X can be reached 
states from which there is an infinite path 
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states ince restricting a system to a part X of its states is equivalent to restricting 
it to the transitions of Tsource(X) c~ Ttarget(X). 
It can be shown recursively that any state-formula of branching-time t mporal 
logic is semantically equivalent o some term of the algebraic closure of those 
restrictions: if state-formula f l  (respectively f2) and term X1 (respectively X2) have 
the same interpretation i every transition system, then 
"'Ef~ until f2" (there is a path satisfying "f~ until f2", i.e., on which some 
state satisfies f2, all previous tates atisfying f~) is semanti- 
cally equivalent to Coacc I x,~x~(X2); 
"'Af~ until f2" (all paths satisfy "fl until f2") is semantically equivalent to 
~( In f  I -~x~ u Coacc [ ~x~(-nX1 u ~Pred(T~))). 
Note that Sifakis directly calculates 'A f~ until f2" as a least fixpoint, since it is 
semantically equivalent to tr(Z + = X: u (XI n Pred(Z) c~ ~-~ed(Z))). 
(iii) No term in Ace, Coaec, Inf is (even weakly) equivalent to tr(Z += X u 
Pred(Z) u Succ(Z)) (union of simply connected components containing a state of 
X): to prove it, consider a term x of length n in which no other variable than X 
occurs, and let 9° be the system 
X X . . . . .  X X . . . . .  X 
V V 
S O S 1 Sn  S2D + 1 
X X . . . . .  X X . . . . .  X 
1V \ 
X X . . . . . . . . .  K . . . . . . . . .  X 
t 
s;  s I s n S2n+l  
Let IXl  ={So$: it can be shown that Ixl  contains either both states s, and s" or 
none of them: hence, Ixl  differs from the simply connected component of So. 
3.4. Simultaneous and nested focpoints 
X being a set of states, define Even(X) as the set of states from which a state 
of X can be reached through an even number of transitions. Even(X) can be 
expressed in F1 as tr(Z + = X u Pred(Pred(Z))), which is equivalent to trl(,S), where 
,~ is the gystem 
{ Z~- = X u Pred(Z2), 
Z~-= Pred(Z,). 
Let --l~"~eP~l denote the algebraic closure of operators o'(Z s = x), where any 
occurrence of the variable Z in term x appears under at most one elementary 
operator of Fo. It can be proved that Even(X) cannot be expressed in F~ epth 1. Note 
that no term of F~ epth ~ of length n can 'separate' states n and n + 1 in 
X"~ X- -> • • " -> X- -> X- - -> • • " ' ->  X 
0 1 n n+l  2n+l  
Any symbol o'i(.~) is equivalent to some ~i(~:'), where every equation of .~' is of 
depth <~1 with respect o elementary operators of Fo: the idea is to solve ~ '  by 
simultaneously computing all components of its least solution: thus 'simultaneous' 
fixpoints can express more properties than fixpoints of monadic functions. 
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In some cases, nested fixpoints can be reduced to simultaneous fixpoints: consider, 
ar instance, the system 
Z~ = X u Pred(Z2), 
Z:  [Z~ = Ace(Z1). 
~cc is interpreted as an increasing function: hence, ~ has a least solution in any 
:ansition system: it is easy to show that this solution is the least fixpoint of 
Z~ = X u Pred(Z2), 
"~: (Z~-  = Z 1 u Suet (Z2) .  
More generally, a syntactic monotonicity can be defined on F1 (requiring monoton- 
fity of terms appearing in equations with respect o parameters); define the algebra 
7 2 as the fixpoint closure of F1. 
A system of fixpoint equations on F1 can be 'unfolded' so that every equation is 
f the form Z = = tri(,Y), where ~ = {Z~ 1 = x~, . . . ,  Z~r = xp} is a system of fixpoint 
quations on Fo. If s = s,  the equation Z == cr~(,Y) can be replaced with ,~ itself 
substituting Z for each occurrence of variable Zi). 
For example, any operator (L), where L is a regular expression, (L)(X) denoting 
~e set of states from which a state of X can be reached through a word of L, is 
emantically equivalent to some tri(,Y), where every equation of ,~ is of the form 
Predl(T,,j, Xj) or X~=([..~Pred~(Taj, X i ) luX X~ = [..] 
jEJk \ jEJk / 
such a system is easily obtained by definining L with a regular grammar of 
onterminal symbols Xk and productions Xk ~ a -~ or Xk -~ empty word). 
But signs are not necessarily compatible: define Viv(X) as the least fixpoint of 
(~- = tr(X~- = Pred(X w X2)): in any transition system, Viv(X) is interpreted as the 
et of states from which there is a path containing infinitely many states of X. We 
onjecture that no term of F~ is equivalent to V iv(X)~and,  consequently, that F~ 
strictly included in F2. 
• Loops 
Define Loop' (X)  as the set of states of circuits passing through a state of X. No 
xpoint is equivalent to LoopS: to prove it, consider the transition system 
o,i- ,:0 
I which Loop ' (S )= {1, 3}, though elementary operators (and, consequently, even 
ested fixpoints) cannot separate states 1, 2, 3. 
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The weak equivalence Viv(X)=w~Coacc(Loop~(X)) shows that Viv can be 
expressed in the algebraic losure of F~ w {Loop~}. 
Let Loopt(Y) denote the set of transitions of circuits containing a transition of 
Y. In the system 
C ×1 ~20X 
Loopt(T) ={1--> 1, 2--> 2}, but neither fixpoints nor Loop' can separate transitions 
1~1, 1~2, 2-->2: since Loop~(X)=~Source(Loopt(Tsource(X))), the Loop t 
operator is strictly more powerful than Loopt 
As for Pred and Suet, we define a dyadic function symbol Loop~: in any transition 
system, Loop~( Y~, Y J  is interpreted as the set of transitions of circuits containing 
a transition of Y2 in the restriction of the system to the transitions of Y~ (it can be 
proved that Loop~ is strictly more powerful than Loopt). 
Let :~ be the algebraic losure of F~ w {Loopt}. In spite of the uncertain position 
of some operators (Viv), the previous results rather dearly define the relative 
expressiveness of ~ and other systems (see Fig. 1). One might object that there is 
no point in producing a system 'more expressive" than another, unless it can express 
more significant properties: the usefulness of an 'Even' operator is not strikingly 
obvious, but 
(i) label constants and functions applying transitions into states enable us to 
take account of the actions a process performs; 
(ii) such operators as Suet or Ace enable us to take account of the actions a 
process may have performed; 
(iii) Loop operators enables us to deal with fairness constraints: suppose, for 
instance, that we define a 'fair' behaviour of a system as a behaviour satisfying the 
following property: 'if action a is executed infinitely often, then so is action b'. 
p-ca lcu lus  
, ted f i xpo in ts  
,?, \ 
/ "'- 
~mu 1 taneous  f i xpo i n ts J  ~ x \ 
'~ f i xpo in ts  invo lv ing  successors  ~ ", 
• ~I e 
unct ions  on t rans i t ions  _-° 
E 
loops 
Fig. I. 
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ty restricting the system to the transitions of Tsource(Coacc(Source(Tb)))u 
,ooptl(-n Ta, T) we ensure that every finite behaviour is the initial segment of some 
'air' behaviour. 
;. Computation algorithms 
The basic algorithm we use is a depth-first search of the graph associated to a 
ransition system: 
SEARCH (down-state, up-state, down-transition, up-transition): 
VISIT every state, 
ghere down-state, up-state, down-transition, up-transition are parameter pro- 
edures, and VISIT is the following procedure: 
VISIT state s: 
if already visited then 
else DOWN-STATE 
for every transition t of source s do 
DOWN-TRANSITION 
VISIT the target of t 
UP-TRANSITION 
od 
UP-STATE 
fl 
Let Ns denote the number of states of a transition system, and Nt the number of 
s transitions: if parameter procedures are executed in a fixed time, SEARCH is 
xecuted in time linear in the size N = Max(Ns, Nt) of the system. 
.1. Marking tasks associated to elementary operators 
Since X is a set of marked states, SEARCH can be used to mark the transitions 
f Tsource(X) or Ttarget(X), by affecting the task 'if the source (or target) of t is 
Iarked then mark t' to either of the procedures DOWN-TRANSITION and UP-TRANSI- 
ION. 
Similarly, if Y is a set of marked transitions, the states of Source(Y) or Target(Y) 
an be marked with SEARCH. 
We allow states (and transitions) to bear different marks. Let Z1 , . . . ,  Zp be sets 
f (differently) marked objects of the same type (states or transitions), and let f be 
boolean function o fp  variables. Then, f (Z1 , . . . ,  Zp) can be marked with SEARCH 
y computing the resulting mark in either of the procedures 'down' and 'up'. 
Such terms as Pred(X) or Succ(X) can obviously be computed with SEARCH by 
sing the marking task: 'if the target (respectively source) of t is marked then mark 
s source (respectively target).' 
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5.2. Computation fleast fixpoints 
Let ,X be a formal system of fixpoint equations. We assume that every variable 
is positively signed and that every equation is of one of the following types: 
Z = x, where x is a boolean combination of variables and parameters, 
X = Source(Y), 
X = Target(Y), 
Y = Tsource(X), 
X = Source(Y), 
X = Target(Y), 
Y = Ttarget(X). 
In any finite transition system ~ = (S, A, T), ,X is interpreted as a fixpoint equation 
Z=f(Z).  Defne g with g(Z)=Max{Z,f(Z)}. The least fixpoint of f is 
lira g(~)(0,. . . ,  0) and can be computed with repeated applications of SEARCH: to 
each variable associate a boolean attribute of the same type (state or transition) and 
computation rules corresponding to the associated equation. 
The attributes of an object will be set in procedures 'down' and 'up' according 
to those rules, and SEARCH will be applied until no attribute is modified. Figure 2 
shows how properties are transmitted along a transition t of source s and target s'. 
i nher  i ted  
t rans i t ion  proper t ies  
s ta  c - • 
s ta te  , ~x  
• • ~ o ~ 
proper t ies  ~-"  s . . - 
synthet  i zed  
s ta te  proper t ies  
s ta t i c  
t rans i t ion  proper t ies  
I 
t i inher i ted  
! J 
s ta te  proper t ies  
I # 
X 
t ~ ~@ S ) 
synthet i zed  
t rans i t ion  proper t ies  
Fig. 2. 
Static state attributes (associated to X =f(X~,. . . ,  Xp) where X~, . . . ,  Xp are state 
variables or parameters and f is a boolean function) may be set in either of the 
procedures DOWN-STATE and UP-STATE; any other attribute is to be set in either 
DOWN-TRANSITION or UP-TRANSITION. 
It seems natural to compute inherited attributes, such as Y=Tsource(X)  or 
X = Target(Y), when going downwards, and synthetized attributes when going back 
upwards. 
However, the distinction between 'inherited' and 'synthetized' properties may be 
quite arbitrary: in such a system as 
X = Xo u X '  w X", X '  = Pred (X), X" = Succ(X ) 
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the inherited attribute X" depends on the static attribute X, which is itself depending 
an the synthetized attribute X'. 
Even if all properties are of the same type (inherited or synthetized), there is no 
3bvious one-way attribute calculus: for instance, in the transition system 
x 3 
:ransitions are examined in the order 
DOWN 1 -> 2 
DOWN 2-> 3 
DOWN 3 ~ 1 
UP3~I  
UP2->3 
UP I~2.  
;uppose we wish to compute the least fixpoint of X = {2} w Pred(X) (states coaccess- 
hie of state 2). To mark every state, two applications of SEARCH will be required 
f the task: "if the target of t is marked then mark its source' is performed in 
JP-TgANSITION, while only one is necessary if the marking task is affected to 
)OWN-TRANSIT ION.  
For those reasons, attribute calculus rules will be applied in both 'down' and 'up' 
)rocedures: 
(1) If Z is a static attribute associated to an equation Z =f(Z l , . . . ,  Zp), where 
:1 , . . - ,  Zp are variables or parameters and f is a boolean function, for each object 
: of the type Z (state or transition), the rule 
Z(z )  :=  f (Z , (z ) ,  . . . , Z . ( z ) )  
viii be applied in DowN-type of Z and UP-type of Z. 
(2) Inherited and synthetized attributes will be computed in DOWn-TRANSITION 
md UP-TRANSITION, according to the rules in Table 4. 
(3) If X is associated with X = Source(Y), X(s) cannot be set to 1 until every 
ransition of source s has been examined. 
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Table 4. 
Type of equation Calculus rule for each transition s t ~ s' 
X = Source(Y) 
X = Target(Y) 
Y = Tsource(X) 
Y = Ttarget(X) 
X(s):=X(s)+ Y(t) 
X(s') := X(s')+ Y(t) 
Y(t) := Y(t)+X(s) 
Y(t) := Y(t)+X(s') 
Define an auxiliary state attribute XA, and rules: 
- for each state s, 
XA(S) := 1 to be applied in DOWN-STATE,  
X(s) := X(s) + XA(S) to be applied in UP-STATE: 
- for each transition t of source s, 
XA(S) := XA(S)Y(t) to be applied in UP-TRANSITION. 
(When first visiting state s, XA(S) is set to 1. Then, XA(S) is set to 0 if there is a 
transition t of source s for which Y(t)= 0. When UP-STATE is called, XA(S) equals 
1 only if every transition of source s is Y-marked: and if so, X(s) is set to 1.) 
(4) Such rules would not apply to X = Target(Y) since during a given application 
of SEARCH, a transition of target s may be visited after Ue-STATE(S) has been called. 
But when SEARCH is repeatedly applied, every transition of target s is visited between 
two successive calls of DOWN-STAT~(S): thus, X can be computed using an auxiliary 
state attribute XA and rules: 
- for each state s, 
X(s) := X(s) + 
XA(S)~ ] to be successively applied in DOWN-STATE, 
XA(S) := 1 3 
- for each transition t of target s', 
XA(S') := XA(S')+ Y(t) to be applied in UP-TRANSITION. 
Similar rules are defined to compute directly state attributes associated to X = 
~0(X'), where ~0 ~ {Pred, Succ, Pred, Succ}. 
I f  ,Y contains no equation X = Target(Y) or X = Succ(X'), its least fixpoint can 
be computed by applying SEARCH until no principal attribute is modified. Otherwise, 
it can be shown that two applications of SEARCH modifying no principal attribute 
are required to ensure correct computation, 
The resulting algorithm is always at least as good as a direct computation of the 
least fixpoint (by successive applications of the marking procedures associated to 
the elementary function g). But its maximal complexity is not better: let n~ (respec- 
tively n,) denote the number of state variables (respectively of transition variables) 
appearing in ,Y. Since SEARCri is O(Max(N~, Nt)) and can modify at most nsN~+ ntNt 
marks, the attribute calculus algorithm is O((n~Ns+ ntNt) • Max(N~, PC,)). 
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The upper bound is reached in the example 
x 0 St  
DOWN 0 ~ 1 ( /  
DOWN n ~ n -- 1 
UPn~n-1  
UP n - l ->n 
UPO~ 1, 
FI 
where n applications of SEARCH are required to compute the least fixpoint of 
x= {0}u Pred(X). 
In some cases, however, the algorithm is l inear in the size of the transition system. 
For instance, only one application of SEARCH is required to compute the least 
. - - - . . . . _ .  
fixpoint of X = Xo u Pred(X) (states from which every infinite path contains a state 
of X0): for every state s, after SEARCH has been performed 
- either X (s )  = 1, and we know that X(s )  must have been correctly computed, 
- or X (s )= 0: then XA(S) must have been set to 0, which proves that for some 
successor s' of s, X (s ' )=  0. By induction, there, is an infinite path starting from 
s containing no state of Xo: thus, X(s )  has been Correctly computed. 
The general algorithm, if used to compute the least solution of X = Suet(X) u Xo 
(states accessible from a state of Xo), is quadratic in the size of the transition system: 
n applications of SEARCH would be required to mark states accessible from state n 
in 
X<--X<-- • • "<-X ,  
o 1 n 
¢isited in the order (0, 1 , . . . ,  n). However, only one application of SEARCH is 
"equired to mark Acc(Xo) if we only use the parameter procedure 
DOWN-STATE 
i f  s ~ Xo then s-marked := true 
MARK every successor of s, 
~,here MARK is the following recursive procedure: 
MARK state s: 
i f  s-marked = true then 
else s-marked := s-visited := true 
MARK every successor of s. 
Since every state and every transition is examined at most twice (downwards and 
Jpwards), the resulting algorithm is l inear in Max(N,, Nt). 
More generally, it would be interesting to define classes of systems of fixpoint 
.'quations that can be solved with a linear algorithm, applying SEARCH a fixed 
Ceneumvoor W  m'e 
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number of times and using parameter procedures: 
- either local (attribute calculus), 
- or recursive, but to be called at most a fixed number of times in each state or 
transition. 
Another open problem is to determine which sets of states (or transitions) can 
be computed with a boolean attribute calculus associated to SEARCH: the difficulty 
is to define minimal conditions o that 
(1) the calculus terminates in any transition system, which requires some sort of 
syntactic monotonicity (at least on rules associated with 'principal' attributes); 
(2) the result does not depend on the order in which states and transitions are 
visited: this condition restricts the use of 'auxiliary' attributes. 
5.3. Computation of loops 
To calculate LoopS(X) or Loopt(Y) we use the Tarjan algorithm for computation 
of strongly connected components: 
empty stack 
index := 0 
SEARCH 
with the following parameter procedures: 
DOWN-STATE(S) : 
lowlink(s) := number(s):= index := index + 1 
push s onto stack 
DOWN-TRANSITION( t): 
push t onto stack (only to compute Loopt(y) )  
UP-TRANSITION(S -> S'): 
if number(s') >t number(s) then lowlink(s) := Min{lowlink(s), lowlink(s')} 
else if s' is in the stack then 
lowlink(s) := Min{lowlink(s), number(s')} 
fi 
UP-STATE(S) : 
if lowlink(s) = number(s) then 
f 
ir a transition of Y is stacked above s then 
to compute Loopt( Y): mark every transition stacked above s 
fi 
to compute LoopS(X):~ 
"if a state of X is stacked above s then 
mark every state above s, and s itself 
else if s e .~" and s is a successor of s 
then mark 
fi 
fi 
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repeat: pop stack 
until s is on top of stack 
pop stack 
The Tarjan algorithm is l inear in Max(Ns, Nt) and the additional marking tasks do 
not increase its complexity since each test or mark is to be done exactly once for 
each state or transition (before its strongly connected component is unstacked). 
To compute Loop~( Y, X),  SEARCh is applied to the transition system restricted 
to the transitions of Y: in procedure VISIT state s, replace 'for every transition t of 
source s' with 'for every transition t of source s belonging to Y'. 
Notice that 
(i) if we add the task 'if s' is marked then mark s' to UP-TRANSITION(S--> $') 
when computing LoopS(X), we obtain a linear algorithm to compute Viv(X); 
(ii) if we add the task 'if s' is marked then mark s' to UP-T~NSITION(S --> S') and 
replace the test 'a state of X is stacked above s' with 'a marked state is stacked 
above s, or s ~ X, or s is marked' in the computation of LoopS(X), then we obtain 
a l inear algorithm to compute Coacc(X), since only one application of SE~a~CH is 
required to evaluate coaccessibility in the finite tree of strongly connected com- 
ponents. 
Thus, any algebraic expression containing operators Acc, Coacc, and Viv (or 
their restrictions to a given set of states or transitions) can be computed in time 
linear both in the size of the expression and in the size of the transition system. 
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